Abstract: In this paper, we analyze consumer attitudes toward and interest in community energy storage (CES) in Germany, based on five focus group discussions and an online survey of private owners of photovoltaic (PV) systems, as well as written surveys and workshops with the residents of two residential developments where CES has been installed. We find that owners of PV systems are generally receptive to the idea of CES but are unfamiliar with it. They assume that CES is more resource- and cost-efficient than residential storage and appreciate the idea of professionally managed operation and maintenance, but are skeptical of whether fair and transparent distribution and billing can be realized. Consumers express a need for ancillary services, such as monitoring, information or energy management, but the interest in such services, however, is strongly dependent on their perception of the costs versus potential savings.
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1. Introduction

One option to increase the utilization of energy from volatile renewable sources is implementation of energy storage at the household level [1]. Homeowners often install such energy storage systems to enhance energy consumption from their own photovoltaic (PV) systems (self-consumption). Currently, residential storage is the dominant technical option [2] in Germany, and as of 2018, more than 100,000 residential storage systems have been installed [3]. Nevertheless, the ongoing integration of renewable power sources calls for more flexible solutions [4,5].

In the context of energy transition, local communities in cities, towns and villages worldwide are coming together to create their own future vision of how to achieve an energy supply based on 100 percent renewable energies, as well as other climate mitigation goals [6]. Many of these communities are engaged in diverse energy-related activities and projects [7], including in part the installation of community energy storage (CES), which provides greater flexibility, higher efficiency, and lower losses as compared to residential energy storage [8]. CES has the potential to strengthen the role of local communities and may generate collective benefits such as a higher penetration of renewables and increased self-consumption [9]. Most research dealing with CES deals solely with the technical or economic aspects (e.g., [8–11]), with little analysis given to the perceptions and acceptance of potential users—for exceptions, see [12,13] for municipalities and energy companies, or [14–17] for consumer views. Existing studies on consumer views were conducted without including consumers who have practical experience with community battery storage. Moreover, they mostly rely on a single research method or a combination of two methods. In contrast to these studies, we use a mixed method approach with an online survey, focus groups and research in two neighborhoods where residents had practical
experience with CES systems. We examine the advantages and disadvantages of CES from a consumer viewpoint. CES can foster an increased sense of neighborhood belonging and common identity [18,19], but it requires both organizational services and monitoring concepts. To date, only a few studies on CES and these ancillary energy services exist. We aim at filling this gap through studying consumer views on ancillary services that can be combined with CES systems. The consideration of consumer needs and viewpoints can help to improve these services.

Since future energy systems and new technologies may have characteristics that could conflict with basic human needs, such as autonomy and privacy [15], it is important to investigate their social acceptance. Given that the implementation of energy projects is generally a “community involvement issue” [20] (p. 828), an important insight has been that social acceptance is usually greater when user integration takes place at an early stage of the development process [21]. User integration is especially beneficial in the context of sustainable innovations that “often require changes in user behavior” [21] (p. 27). When key factors that can facilitate the adoption of these innovations are identified, it is possible to design new energy products “in a way that they may easily be integrated into users’ habits and everyday life” [21] (p. 27). Furthermore, given the significance of small-scale investors as a necessary source of funding for a successful energy transition [22], it is important to develop business models that make private investment in CES attractive. This article deals with the acceptance of different storage solutions as well as the pros and cons of CES and related energy services. We consider the following research questions:

1. What do PV system users expect from an energy storage system?
2. What are the conditions under which they would be willing to invest in storage and ancillary services?
3. Under which conditions would they favor CES over residential storage?

We focus on Germany, where the share of electrical power from renewable sources is close to the European average [23] and several CES pilot projects already exist. Electricity storage in Germany is presently attractive to consumers, as current regulations favor PV self-consumption over grid feed-in.

We set our analysis of CES acceptance within the greater conceptual framework of a discussion of technology acceptance in general, followed by a summary of two discussions in the literature that are relevant for our research: research on consumer preferences regarding storage technologies in general, and the role of energy services related to storage systems as well as respective community solutions. The following chapter summarizes the recent literature on these two issues.

1.1. Dimensions of Technology Acceptance

Whenever questions arise about the transition from one technological pathway to another, the acceptance of those affected must be considered [24]. According to Hildebrand et al. [25] and Schweizer-Ries et al. [26], technology acceptance has two dimensions: validation (positive to negative), and engagement (passive to active) (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Dimensions of acceptance, translated and adapted from [24,26].
Among those who rate a technology positively, there is usually a group that approves of the technology but takes no further action (passive acceptance) [27]. Only when the willingness to act is transcended and individuals take observable action, such as making a personal investment in the technology [27], or its purchase and use [28], can one speak of active acceptance of a new technology [26]. In the case of energy transition, this active acceptance includes, for example, the installation of a PV system, thus, turning the consumer into a prosumer.

German consumers are being increasingly confronted with the growing number and decentralized distribution of renewable energy-based power plants [25,29]. Despite the rapid growth in numbers of such decentralized renewable energy plants within a relatively short period of time, a majority of the German population still approves of the energy transition [25,30]. To fully realize the transition, however, from a fossil fuel-based pathway to zero carbon, the mere absence of resistance, or even passive acceptance, will not suffice; active participation is often needed, i.e., commitment (upper right quadrant in Figure 1). To implement renewable and decentralized energy systems on a large scale, the need for active acceptance is inevitable. Hence, with regard to the acceptance of CES, we are mainly interested in those who generally approve of the idea but have not taken action by now (upper left quadrant in Figure 1). Therefore, we focus on how such active acceptance can be achieved.

1.2. Consumer Perceptions Regarding Energy Storage

Recent studies on the social acceptance of storage technologies in Europe and Australia have focused on the public’s attitudes in general towards energy storage systems and their perception [15–17]. Specific insights into the determinants of active acceptance at the individual level, i.e., concrete action such as investment participation [24], remain scarce.

In the past few years, the topics of social acceptance and public perception of storage technologies [14,31], as well as consumer preferences [16], have received increasing attention in academia. While many researchers have focused on residential storage solutions [32–35], recently, interest in the public perception of CES has grown as well [36,37]. Some researchers have carried out comparative studies of the public perception of residential energy storage vs. community energy storage: Ambrosio-Albalà [14] discussed scenarios with residential and with community energy storage systems in focus groups and identified influencing factors for adopting residential vs. community battery storage. Kalkbrenner [16] analyzed preferences for different storage systems. MVV Energie AG et al. [38] conducted a field test with different models for storing electric energy and analyzed the perceptions of participants.

Participants in the abovementioned empirical studies (queried via focus groups [14,15,38], semi-structured interviews [33], online surveys [31,34], choice experiments [16,32] and a field-test [38]) were usually open to engaging with energy storage technologies. They felt positively about the technology, believing that they would generally benefit from its deployment, either through the reduction in individual costs [14], because the technology would ensure a secure electricity supply, or strengthen their country’s national economy [31]. Their main expectations were to increase their own self-consumption of renewable energy and realize savings in electricity costs [32,33,38]. Increased independence from electricity suppliers [16,32,33,38] as well as protection against possible increases in electricity prices [34,35] were also cited. Profitability would seem to be the dominant argument [14,31], yet current research suggests that investment in an energy storage system does not yet pay off financially [11,39]. Granted, investment in the combination of PV and energy storage can be fully amortized—although the payback period would be shorter without the storage—and investment in energy storage in combination with energy-saving measures does pay off [39]. In addition to economic arguments, ideological reasons, such as making a positive contribution to the energy transition [33–35], or more generally, to climate and environmental protection [32,34], play an important role—albeit, as supporting and not as standalone arguments.

Given that personal financial gain is one of the primary drivers, respondents in the studies viewed the associated costs of an energy storage system as a primary impediment [14,18,32].
Furthermore, some were not willing to engage in energy storage until the technology matures [32]. Ambrosio-Albalá et al. [14] also found that study participants who lived on property where they did not intend to reside for a longer period of time were unwilling to install an energy storage system. Other uncertainties about the future strengthened this attitude. Jones et al. [31] found that the acceptance of storage system depends on trust in the developers.

Kloppenburg et al. [17] characterized energy storage as having an ambivalent impact regarding an active role for citizens in the energy system. The technology supports householders in achieving greater independence from suppliers, but at the same time, it increases their dependence on intermediaries and the information technologies needed to steer and manage local storage.

Comparative studies dealing with acceptance of residential versus community energy storage have shown mixed results. Kalkbrenner [16] concluded that a potential market exists for both storage concepts, but that consumers prefer ownership over use rights. Ambrosio-Albalá [14] found that participants were skeptical about CES because of a tragedy of the commons dilemma and the fear of unequal usage; moreover, participants did not like the idea of a third party operating the CES system. They thus concluded that institutional design is important to create trust in the operator and that information should be provided on how fairness can be reached [14]. Participants in the survey conducted by MVV Energie AG et al. [38] preferred CES over residential storage. In focus groups, Soland et al. [15] found that study participants were in favor of CES because of safety and environmental concerns and doubts about the cost–value ratio of residential energy storage.

Since all of the CES solutions that exist today are pilot projects [4,5,37,38], the approval ratings for community solutions must, for now, be considered primarily the evaluation of an idea. Hence, more insights are needed to better indicate and employ appropriate factors fostering community solutions.

1.3. Energy Services for CES

While recommendations have been developed for the design of services for end users in the smart grid [40], to date, no literature exists on smart energy services for CES. Kloppenburg et al. [17] mentioned that they were not able to include community driven storage solutions in their research because of the limited number of examples. Furthermore, in none of the studies evaluated were energy services for CES explicitly included in participant discussions. Nevertheless, some of the studies include statements by participants suggesting that they would only consider using such a system if certain energy services were offered along with it, i.e., monitoring and operation.

To establish trust, Schnabel and Kreidel [41] advocate that such services be offered by a professional third party. Ambrosio-Albalá et al. [14] found that participants would only want CES “if it could be guaranteed that the use would be equal and fair” (p. 145). There was a fear that some community members might exceed their fair share, and thus, the perceived need for an individual assessment of the energy performance of each community member [14]. In accordance with Schnabel and Kreidel [41], the systems that monitor energy flows and usage patterns must ensure the desired level of fairness and transparency and provide users with their specific energy use data as a basic service; furthermore, an overview of individual energy use is a prerequisite for forecasting and other energy services. With the information from monitoring, users have the opportunity to actively engage with their power consumption data and entertain suggestions for efficiency improvements [41]. Finally, such “information systems help to deliver customers the feeling of consuming self-produced electricity also at times when their PV module is not generating electricity” [5] (p. 498).

Several authors [5,9,16,37,42] have dealt with the general structure of possible business models. Regarding potential operators of a community storage system, the studies mention utility companies, aggregators, energy service companies and housing companies—all of which would manage the entire local energy system including energy storage. Parra et al. state that “in this context, the development of new policies and business models including different services provided by CES and creating
win-win situations for customers (who generate their own energy locally) and other stakeholders should be pursued” [42] (p. 744).

Summarizing the existing literature on the implementation of CES, it is clear that it is technically feasible to operate such systems. Although the findings are based exclusively on the results of pilot projects, it is also clear that an essential component of a successful operation is the monitoring and communication of energy flow data to the system users. Most studies consider ancillary services that allow for transparent monitoring of storage usage to be important.

While the focus so far has been on technical feasibility, there is a lack of assessment of consumer willingness to pay, motivation, and potential disincentives. Both the research and the practical implementation of necessary ancillary services related to energy and storage management are still in their infancy. Thus, we began our investigation with a close look at consumer attitudes toward and interests in CES and ancillary energy services.

In the following, we present a mixed-method analysis consisting of focus group discussions, an online survey, and research in two residential neighborhoods (survey, workshops) (Chapter 2). We present our results in Chapter 3: We first analyze general views on storage solutions (Section 3.1), and then, assess users’ perceptions of pros and cons of residential and community energy storage solutions (Section 3.2). We then look at consumer interest in the energy services necessary for realizing community solutions (Section 3.3). Finally, we discuss the results (Chapter 4) and draw some conclusions (Chapter 5).

2. Materials and Methods

We used a mixed-method approach that combined field research from two neighborhoods with five focus group discussions and an online survey of owners of a PV system. All research was conducted in Germany.

2.1. Neighborhoods

We studied two exemplary residential neighborhood developments, chosen because of their contrasts in terms of PV ownership and CES participation. The first, a recent development located in Groß-Umstadt in Hessen, Germany, comprises 82 properties for 90–100 residential units (mostly single- and two-family houses and a few apartment buildings). The total area of the neighborhood is 43,000 m². The neighborhood development plan stipulates that each house must have a PV system with a minimum installed capacity of 5 kWp. Furthermore, each household must have the capability of storing energy. Residents can choose to connect to a CES system installed by ENTEGA or invest in a private residential storage solution. Entega is a municipally owned utility offering electricity, gas, water, district heating, and energy services with about 570,000 energy customers [43,44]. The CES system has a gross capacity of 115 kWh and a charging capacity of 250 kW. All residential units in Groß-Umstadt, as well as the CES system, are connected to the public utility grid. In 2019, 25 households were connected to the CES system.

The second neighborhood is a condominium development in Cologne, Germany. It comprises nine apartment buildings, with approx. 170 inhabitants living in 74 residential units. The total area of the neighborhood is 11,236 m². The development is organized as a homeowners’ association, with members owning their own apartments and co-owning common property. The association documents provide for a community energy concept; association members automatically become members of the energy community as well. The homeowners’ association has a shared PV system with a nominal capacity of 225 kWp, as well as a CES system with a gross capacity of 96 kWh and a charging capacity of 18 kW, and heat pumps. The CES system and the residential units in the development constitute an internal microgrid, i.e., the CES system is not connected to the public utility grid.
2.2. Research Methods

We conducted empirical research in the two neighborhoods as well as on a general level, allowing us to compare attitudes and perceptions between users already familiar with CES and those without prior experience. The following formats were used to research consumer attitudes toward CES.

In the two sample neighborhoods, we conducted a written survey of the residents in early 2018 to investigate their attitudes regarding the energy transition, as well as their specific requirements from energy storage services. In October 2018, possible energy services for community energy storage were discussed with inhabitants of the two sample neighborhoods during two user innovation workshops. In these workshops, energy storage users discussed their expectations with respect to CES, their preferences for residential versus community energy storage (Groß-Umstadt only), their views on taking over the energy storage when the funding ends (Cologne) and their perceptions and ideas regarding ancillary services. The workshops were documented, and we relied on the recorded minutes for our analyses.

At roughly the same time, in September 2018, we conducted an online survey of owners and users of PV systems in Germany. The survey aimed at identifying attitudes towards CES, conditions for its acceptance and interest in ancillary services. The invitation to participate in the survey was distributed by co2online to its newsletter subscribers and to contacts in its consumer database. Co2online is as a non-profit consulting company that supports private households in conserving energy and reducing CO₂ emissions. Since all participant contacts were through co2online, we assume their interest in renewable energies to be above average. A total of 474 individuals participated in the survey, of which 94.5 percent were PV system owners. The online survey included 33 questions concerning:

1. the use of energy storage and corresponding motives,
2. preferred forms of use of energy storage,
3. attitudes toward and requirements for CES,
4. energy storage services and preferred operators of CES, and
5. sociodemographic data.

We conducted descriptive statistical analyses (e.g., T-tests). For analyzing ranking questions, we calculated the average rank for each answer choice following Equation (1).

\[
\text{Average rank} = \frac{x_1w_1 + x_2w_2 + \cdots + x_nw_n}{\text{Total response count}} 
\]

where \(w = \text{weight of ranked position}\), \(x = \text{response count for answer choice}\).

Weights are assigned in reverse i.e., the respondents’ most preferred choice (ranked No. 1) receives the highest weight, and their least preferred choice (ranked in the last position) receives a weight of 1. This means that for a question with eight answers, the most preferred choice receives a weight of 8.

In November 2018, we held two focus group discussions with PV system owners, one in Berlin and one in Dusseldorf, in order to gain insights into their attitudes towards CES. The participants, likewise recruited via co2online, discussed: (1) their general attitudes towards community energy storage vs. residential storage, (2) appropriate operating models, and (3) possible ancillary services.

In addition, we conducted a second round of three focus group discussions, in November 2019, to discuss: (1) pros and cons of energy storage in general, (2) information relied on when making investment decisions regarding energy storage, (3) attitudes towards CES vs. residential storage, and (4) possible energy services with a focus on flexible shares of CES. The focus groups took place in Hamburg, Berlin, and Munich, with participants recruited by a market research institute. The focus group discussions were recorded and transcribed. We developed a coding system and conducted a content analysis using MaxQDA.

Table 1 gives an overview of the various sample characteristics.
Table 1. Sample characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online survey</td>
<td>Number of participants</td>
<td>N = 474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>91% male, 6% female, 3% not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experience with PV and energy storage</td>
<td>95% PV system owners; 25% rely on or have access to an energy storage system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Living situation</td>
<td>98% homeowners (about two-thirds single-family dwellings, one-fifth two-family, and a small share of apartments); 1% tenants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of participants</td>
<td>2018: Berlin, N = 9; Dusseldorf, N = 7; 2019: Berlin, N = 8, Hamburg, N = 12; Munich N = 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>2018: Berlin, 6 male, 3 female; Dusseldorf, 7 male, 0 female; 2019: Berlin, 5 male, 3 female; Hamburg, 7 male, 5 female; Munich, 7 male, 2 female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experience with PV and energy storage</td>
<td>All participants were PV system owners; some were also storage users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Living situation</td>
<td>Homeowners (house or apartment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus groups</td>
<td>Number of participants</td>
<td>Groß-Umstadt: N = 18, Cologne: N = 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Groß-Umstadt: 11 male, 5 female, 2 not stated Cologne: not collected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experience with PV and energy storage</td>
<td>Groß-Umstadt: PV system owners; CES users (N = 11) Cologne: users of community energy system including CES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Living situation</td>
<td>Homeowners (Groß-Umstadt: house, Cologne: apartment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questionnaires (neighborhoods)</td>
<td>Number of participants</td>
<td>Groß-Umstadt: N = 20 (from 14 households), Cologne: N = 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Groß-Umstadt: 14 male, 6 female, Cologne: 8 male, 7 female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experience with PV and energy storage</td>
<td>Groß-Umstadt: PV system owners, CES users Cologne: users of community energy system including CES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Living situation</td>
<td>Owners (Groß-Umstadt: house, Cologne: apartments)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in the table, the samples show specific characteristics. In almost all methods, the share of male respondents was much higher. In the focus groups and the innovation workshops, we strove to attain an equal share of female respondents, but without success. Since the use of a PV system was a selection criterion, it is not surprising that almost all of the respondents—regardless of survey method—were home (or apartment) owners.

3. Results—What Do Users Expect from Energy Storage?

3.1. Interest in Energy Storage and Motivation for Investing in Them

PV system users also expressed a substantial interest in energy storage systems: In the online survey, 87.4 percent of the respondents without their own energy storage system expressed an interest in investing in such a system. The online survey included a ranking question on the motive for having bought (respondents with storage) or being interested in an energy storage system (respondents without storage) (see Table 2). In both groups, the most important motive clearly is increased self-consumption. For those respondents already using an energy storage system, this was followed by contributing to climate protection (ranked second) and independence from the electricity supplier (third); for those respondents not using energy storage, the ranking of these two motives was reversed. However, in both cases, the values of the average rank for both motives was close to each other. For those respondents already using an energy storage system, this was followed by the desire to reduce the burden of rising energy prices (fourth), and increasing the use of renewable energies (fifth); for those respondents not using energy storage, the ranking of these two reasons was reversed. Finally, the desire to use an innovative product or to increase property value as motives for investment were ranked sixth and seventh respectively by both groups and have been notably ranked lower.
Table 2. Ranking of motives for storage acquisition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motive</th>
<th>Respondents without Storage System (N = 276)</th>
<th>Respondents with Storage System (N = 111)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average Rank</td>
<td>Position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can increase self-consumption of renewable energy.</td>
<td>5.802</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I contribute to climate protection.</td>
<td>4.243</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I want to become more independent from the electricity supplier.</td>
<td>4.234</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can reduce the burden of rising energy prices.</td>
<td>3.901</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I increase the use of renewable energies.</td>
<td>3.856</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I use an innovative product</td>
<td>2.243</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The storage system increases my property value.</td>
<td>1.613</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.306</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most respondents in the online survey were concerned that such investments will not pay off. They consider the financial risks of an energy storage system to be serious (64 percent indicated the risk to be very significant or significant). This was followed by ecological risks (use of critical/scarc resources, 61%), limited recycling (55%), and environmental stress related to production (46%). Respondents currently without access to an energy storage system ranked all risks significantly higher ($p < 0.001$, T-test).

In the focus groups and the workshops in the neighborhoods, participants were interested in energy storage and some were willing to make the investment. During discussions about motives for investing in an energy storage system, one important aspect was cost savings. In this context, respondents considered increased self-consumption to be a means to reduce costs and—to a lesser extent—to become less dependent on energy suppliers. Although respondents mentioned different motives during discussion, the rankings from both the focus groups and the workshops show that, in the end, a profitable investment is more important than other aspects, e.g.:

“As I said, it depends. As soon as energy storage becomes cheaper, I’ll be able to increase my own [self-] consumption and reduce expenses. But currently such storage systems are simply too expensive.”

(Munich 2019—M2, I-105).

In light of the fact that private energy storage systems to date have not been financially viable [39], the question arises as to why some people nevertheless invest in energy storage. The results of the 2019 focus groups showed that participants simply did not consider all relevant parameters influencing the cost of storage operation—e.g., cycle life, efficiency, and depth-of-charge characteristics—when purchasing their storage system. Only a few participants knew the cost of their storage system. Additionally, no one was able estimate the specific costs per kWh of their own energy storage system. The 2019 focus groups also revealed that those participants who had invested in an energy storage system did not monitor cost reductions after installation.

In the 2019 focus groups, we additionally inquired as to how participants with energy storage had arrived at their decision to buy and the information they had relied upon for their decision. Most drew upon a combination of information sources, such as information from the Internet, an energy utility, installers, or even neighbors and friends.

“In our street some already had [a storage system], so we started talking about it [. . . ], and they named some companies. I did some Internet research [. . . ] and then I contacted several companies.”

(Hamburg 2019—HH9, I-82).

Most had requested bids from one or more installation firms or an energy utility and made their decision after considering factors such as cost, their impression of reliability of the offer, and their own trust in the seller’s competence. Moreover, the perceived quality of the seller’s guidance was important.
“The [companies] consulted us and then we decided. [ . . ] We bought [from the firm] where the consultation was better and [the assumptions being made] seemed more plausible.”
(Hamburg 2019—HH9, I-82).

However, several participants were not satisfied with the advice they received. Due to a lack of knowledge, they felt overly dependent on the providers.

“Well, there were some surprises. It was not very nice because they simply hadn’t thought it through and we of course didn’t have the necessary knowledge.”
(Berlin 2019—B7, I-97).

Some participants perceived a need for better information regarding energy storage.

“Well, it would be nice if someone provided real information and advice instead of only providing a sales quote because I don’t really have a clue.”

3.2. Comparison of Storage Systems and Requirements Concerning Community Storage

Respondents in the online survey showed a clear preference for residential energy storage (see Figure 2): about two-thirds (64%) preferred to own and six percent to rent a residential energy storage system. About half of those who preferred their own residential storage system suggested that with a residential storage system, they would be more independent and have better control over the storage system. Moreover, about 15% feared that a CES causes bureaucracy and coordination with neighbors, and about 13 percent stressed that they were the only residents with a PV system in their neighborhood.

![preferred type of storage usage](image)

**Figure 2.** Preferred type of storage usage.

Only 14 percent preferred CES, with 11 percent preferring joint ownership with other residents and three percent rental participation. Those respondents who were in favor of community solutions
mainly argued that these are more cost-efficient and require less or no personal investment and achieve better capacity utilization. A few also noted that one large storage system rather than several smaller ones is more resource-efficient. Those who prefer renting stressed the lack of a need for personal investment and professionally managed operation and maintenance.

We asked whether the respondents could imagine participating in CES if it was offered to them. There was a substantial receptiveness to CES, we found, with 64 percent agreeing with such a proposition and only 22 percent disagreeing (see Figure 3). This result shows a general openness towards CES. However, it is not possible to deduce from the stated willingness to act whether the respondents would actually take part. In the following, we will go into more detail about what respondents think about advantages and disadvantages of CES and factors influencing the decision for CES.

Our other investigations also showed significant receptivity to and interest in CES. In the focus groups, we asked participants whether they would prefer a residential or a community storage system, provided that community storage was not more expensive. The majority of participants chose CES, and most preferred share rental of a CES over owning.

The surveys in the two neighborhoods we studied showed differences: The development in Cologne has a community energy concept that integrates a PV system, energy storage and heat pumps; thus, it is not possible for residents to operate an individual energy storage system. Here, all participants were accordingly in favor of community storage. In Groß-Umstadt, where residents not currently participating in CES also responded, the interest in residential energy storage was almost as high as that for community storage. However, only seven households not participating in the CES project participated in the survey and the high approval rate cannot be transferred to the majority who did not participate. In the innovation workshop in Groß-Umstadt, where only participants of the CES project took part, almost all were in favor of CES.

In all of the surveys, we analyzed respondents’ perceptions of the advantages and disadvantages of CES versus residential storage. Although most participants in the online survey preferred residential energy storage, many did perceive certain advantages of CES (see Figure 4). They assumed that a CES can better balance power fluctuations in the grid, and thereby, increase net stability; there was also the assumption that CES is more cost-effective than residential storage. Still, respondents also perceived disadvantages. Many were concerned that CES requires too much coordination with neighbors, and that such common property acquisitions are generally treated less carefully by users. Slightly less than a third assumed that with CES there would be an increased data privacy risk. Other arguments for CES were less relevant, e.g., more respondents disagreed than agreed with
the potential for increased fire risk with residential storage, or the idea that acquisition and operation should be left to a third party.

A comparison of those with a preference for community or residential energy storage shows that those respondents who prefer CES agree significantly more on the advantages of community storage and significantly less on the disadvantages (T-test, p < 0.001). However, differences are not significant for the fear of fire risk. A comparison between respondents who already own an energy storage system and those who do not shows almost no significant differences. Respondents owning an energy storage system, nevertheless, showed significantly less agreement on the fear of fire risk (T-test, p < 0.001) and data security (T-test, p < 0.05).

In the online survey, we asked under which conditions the respondents would be interested in participating in a CES system (ranking question, see Table 3). By far, the most important condition was that the rental fee for such storage be less than the reduction in electricity costs attained using the storage system. The next important condition was that respondents could freely choose their electricity provider, the third that the storage operator would ensure a higher proportion of renewable energies in the neighborhood, and the fourth that the storage operator uses the storage systems for grid relief. Ranked last were the stipulations that the storage is offered in combination with energy consulting and that the storage contract could be cancelled upon relatively short notice. This shows that once again costs are an important factor; however, respondents are open to other arguments.
Table 3. Conditions for being interested in participating in a CES system (N=332).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Average Rank</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rental fee for CES should be less than the reduction in electricity cost attained using the CES system.</td>
<td>5.777</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can freely choose their electricity provider.</td>
<td>3.452</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage operator should ensure higher proportion or renewable energies in the neighborhood.</td>
<td>3.130</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage operator should use the storage system for grid relief.</td>
<td>2.729</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The storage is offered in combination with energy consulting.</td>
<td>2.277</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The storage contract could be cancelled upon short notice.</td>
<td>1.967</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the surveys in the two neighborhoods, the view of the advantages of CES was quite similar to the online survey; however, an even larger share of respondents assumed that CES is more cost-efficient. The residents were somewhat less in agreement about the disadvantages. Participants in the focus groups, in particular, expected economic advantages and assumed that larger solutions would have lower specific costs and can be offered at a better price.

“I think community energy storage is a great thing and if there was a system in my district I would participate. My requirement is that it has to be cheaper. The price is the kicker.”

(Berlin 2019—B5, III-61).

Focus group participants moreover assumed that CES is more efficient and more reliable and can better be used to provide grid relief. Their arguments for renting were that professional staff would take care of operation and maintenance, and that they would bear less of the investment cost and financial risk:

“With community energy storage I would in effect be safe from failure. When the storage system breaks down [ . . . ], it’s not my problem.”

(Dusseldorf 2018—D3, I-105).

“It’s simply more reliable [ . . . ] and also better maintained.”

(Dusseldorf 2018—D1, I-144).

Moreover, some participants appreciated that less knowledge and effort on their part is necessary. They assumed that CES is a good option for those who have less knowledge about or interest in technical details, but who still want to participate in the energy transition.

“If it’s not more expensive I would choose community energy storage because then I don’t have any work with it.”

(Munich 2019—M6, III-77).

“[ . . . ] Whenever we purchase something that we don’t understand, we either have to acquire knowledge, or we have to find someone who explains it to us and that can be very time-consuming. Therefore, in terms of the required expertise community energy storage would be an advantage for me.”


A few participants in the focus groups mentioned that CES may increase the sense of community in the neighborhood, and additionally, is a visible sign that a district is engaged in supporting the energy system transition:
“Community energy storage also brings a kind of community spirit: together we are doing something for the environment. Those are the factors that are important to develop acceptance [of the energy transition].”
(Dusseldorf 2018—D5, I-219).

Many focus group participants, however, doubted that a community storage system could be realized in their neighborhood; they assumed that there are not enough PV systems. Their main concern regarding CES was whether equal and fair billing could be realized. They expressed a concern that others would use the renewable electricity they produced while they were left to buy “expensive electricity” from the energy utility:

“The most important thing would be that there is an equitable distribution. If I constantly feed in [electricity] and others only withdraw, this has to be recorded and compensated in terms of costs.”
(Hamburg 2019—HH1, II-21).

Some participants moreover stressed that a CES system would reduce their PV-based independence from external suppliers:

“With such a large [storage] system, one again becomes dependent on some kind of operator.”
(Munich 2019—M2, II-76).

In the 2018 focus groups, in which many participants had a strong technical interest in renewable energies, some participants were more in favor of residential storage, which, they argued, offered better control and greater freedom in making decisions. One participant was moreover critical because he feared that CES users would feel less responsible with respect to energy consumption and environmental protection.

“Regarding community energy storage, I would be afraid that we all would once again say: ‘Electricity comes from the electrical outlet.’ And this educational effect—of being the master of my own technology and power consumption—would be lost.”
(Dusseldorf 2018—D5, I-161).

In the user innovation workshop in Groß-Umstadt, participants were clearly in favor of CES and system rental. Their arguments resemble those of the focus groups: They would be less engaged with the storage system (e.g., technical aspects, current developments); professional staff would take care of maintenance and repair and catch problems sooner rather than later. They assume that CES is more cost-effective than residential storage. Moreover, many participants do not have the physical space needed to install their own residential storage system, and some see an advantage in not having the additional fire load in their home. Participants in the innovation workshops did not mention the fear of unequal billing and use of the CES system, which was very prominent in the focus groups. In the user innovation workshop in Cologne participants did not discuss the question, whether they prefer a community or residential storage system as the residents in the Cologne neighborhood fall under a community energy concept.

The question of who is operating the CES system also influences its acceptance (see Figure 5). Respondents to the online survey clearly trust in local and regional energy utilities (more than 80 percent showed great or medium trust). More than two-thirds of the respondents also trust in so-called energy communities and municipalities. The trust in national energy utilities and housing companies is notably lower, with almost half of the respondents indicating little or no trust in housing companies. In terms of trust, we can observe group differences between storage system owners and non-owners, as well as between people who prefer residential storage and those who prefer community storage. Those who
prefer CES, in particular, have more confidence in energy cooperatives \((p < 0.001)\). Those who prefer residential storage are generally more skeptical \((p < 0.01)\), except for network operators and storage producers, for whom no significant differences can be found. Storage owners show higher trust \((p < 0.01)\) in storage producers than non-owners and lower trust in local and regional energy utilities \((p < 0.05)\).

Focus group participants also show strong trust in local and regional energy suppliers and energy cooperatives. They mistrust large energy suppliers and housing companies, which they assume are more likely to pursue their own economic interests and exclude customers from participation in savings.

“Housing companies would be [a possibility], but I wouldn’t really trust them because, sure, they make plans and say: ‘Okay, I need a 15–20 percent return on equity, everything else isn’t of interest to me.’”

(Berlin 2018—B7, II-66).

“Municipal utilities that are close by and already have a relationship of trust with the customer, [ . . . ] I believe they could do it.”

(Dusseldorf 2018—D5, II-29).

Moreover, the participants in the 2019 focus groups argued for a short notice of cancellation (mainly between three and six months) and choice of electricity provider.

3.3. Energy Storage Services

Shared energy storage at the community level needs to be supported by ancillary services, such as renewable energy prioritization, energy flow management, and operation and maintenance. How do
users perceive these services? Would they be willing to pay for them? The online survey shows a generally high level of interest in the energy services described in Figure 6, provided that no additional costs are incurred overall (agreement between 40 and 73%).

At first glance, protection against power losses appears to be the most attractive service, despite the very low probability of blackout occurrence. In Germany, the average annual outage duration for customers served was a mere 14 min in 2018 [45]. In the online survey, it received the highest approval ratings in terms of willingness to pay an additional charge, with support from 34 percent of respondents, followed by the possibility of charging an electric car via the energy storage system (23%). The willingness to pay for the charging of electric cars and energy management for the household or the neighborhood is greater among those with their own energy storage system.

In the focus groups, some participants confirmed a strong interest in protection against blackouts, while others acknowledged that the power supply in Germany is very reliable and the occurrence of blackouts is seldom.

“For me, a very important topic is protection against blackouts. [ . . . ] That is something important and would be great.”

(Dusseldorf 2018—D7, III-98).

Charging of electric vehicles was positively discussed in the workshops and focus groups, although only a few participants already drove an electric car. Participants, however, were skeptical about the future possibility of bidirectional charging because they perceive this as infringing on their own options:
“I would not like it [ . . . ] if somebody could tap the electricity from my car because I can never know exactly whether I might have to drive somewhere.”

(Berlin 2019—B5, II-55)

The focus groups in 2019 showed that most participants were unfamiliar with ancillary energy services. Almost no one had dealt with such services or even load management, nor had much thought been given to the cost of the stored electricity. This was even true of those already participating in shared energy storage (HH 2019). On the other hand, within the 2018 focus groups, some participants did have experience with ancillary services such as monitoring and energy management systems. Several participants in the 2018 focus groups used smartphone apps to monitor their power generation and consumption of self-produced electricity.

Many focus group participants estimated that electricity from the grid is more expensive than from storage and were concerned about disadvantages due to unequal use of the CES system. To avoid unfair billing, the majority highlighted the need for transparent energy management as a necessary prerequisite. Many focus group participants, however, found it difficult to imagine the management of numerous households connected to a CES system. “The allocation of stored electricity to the person who wants to use it later” (Berlin 2018—B1, I-57) was estimated to be too difficult. At the same time, all respondents were interested in the services of monitoring, energy management, and storage operation.

“I really see added value in the monitoring service. Someone who professionally operates [an energy storage system] will have a great deal more experience and knowledge than someone who does this on his own.”

(Dusseldorf 2018—D1, I-208).

In the two neighborhoods we studied, the residents described monitoring, management, and operation as necessary services, but they were hardly willing to pay for them. The primary goal in the Cologne neighborhood was to achieve possible cost savings by using CES to increase the rate of self-consumption. In this context, participants also desired greater information and indications on energy saving and times when the consumption of self-generated electricity is possible (e.g., by means of a visual display such as a “traffic light”) as well as notification when unusual consumption rates or failures occur.

A particular advantage of CES is that the individual household can rent a flexible share of the storage according to its actual needs. Shared use of the CES system provides such flexibility. The CES operator can then apportion unused storage to other services, e.g., the control energy market. Focus group participants found the idea of variable storage shares very complex and in need of further explanation. Only after a longer discussion in the focus groups did a majority of participants agree that variable storage could bring advantages such as gains in flexibility through an only-as-needed capacity rental model—for example, easier adaptation to changes in household energy requirements—or the ability to plan costs. The participants linked the topic of flexible storage shares with a discussion of monitoring and maintenance and the rental model versus ownership. For many, it was not clear why the optimal storage size would differ during the year and why it was necessary to define an upper limit to the amount of electric power that could be stored at any one time. They also expressed the desire to store electricity (at least virtually) for a longer period of time, so that their summertime solar power could be used in winter. There was a greater receptivity in the Groß-Umstadt district, where the energy utility, ENTEGA, is planning to offer flexible storage shares as a service. The service has already been addressed in various customer events that ENTEGA has held in Groß-Umstadt, which has led to a greater understanding of the service there. Here, as in the Cologne housing development, some workshop participants relied on the use of analogies, such as comparing storage management to that of a bank account or shared network access with Netflix, in order to better understand the benefits.
4. Discussion

In all of the surveys, respondents described the economic arguments as being decisive for making investment decisions with respect to energy storage. Their goal is to increase self-consumption, which is perceived as a means to lower costs and increase independence. Although investment in energy storage is still economically infeasible [11], more than 100,000 consumers in Germany have already acquired such energy storage systems [3]. Given the complexity of the investment and cost-return issues, we find that some consumers made decisions based on insufficient information or relied on idealistic payback periods provided by storage providers. Furthermore, once such an energy storage system has been acquired, many consumers do not control or monitor the cost or actual savings in the energy bill. This suggests that, although economic arguments are often presented as the most important issue, many decisions are in fact only ostensibly based on economic reasoning.

The differences regarding consumer preferences for residential versus community energy storage arising among the survey methods suggest that consumers who are better informed about CES are more inclined to this sharing model. This was especially obvious in the two housing developments we surveyed, where residents had acquired real world experience with CES and were supported and supplied with information by the local storage operator.

Soland et al. [15] identified safety and ecological concerns as well as economic reasons as arguments for preferring CES. We can confirm these results regarding economic motives and partly regarding safety concerns. In our surveys, the ecological advantages of CES, however, were scarcely mentioned. With respect to economic arguments, consumers assumed that CES is more efficient and cost-effective due to economies of scale. We moreover find that consumers prefer CES because it is operated by professional staff, and hence, more reliable, which minimizes the level of knowledge and effort required from the consumer. Moreover, consumers appreciate the role of CES in providing grid support functions.

Consumers who are skeptical about CES fear that the distribution of cost will not be fair among participants—this was also found by Ambrosio-Albalá et al. [14]. Moreover, they perceive disadvantages such as increased coordination with neighbors, increased data security risks or fear that other participants treat common acquisitions less carefully. Abating these perceived disadvantages can help to increase the acceptance of CES.

In addition, there is a group of technically skilled and interested consumers who prefer to have their own storage systems in order to keep their technical devices and their energy flows under control. CES operators will have difficulties to reach this group and will only be able to convince them if they offer technically innovative solutions and attractive ancillary services such as monitoring and detailed evaluation of electricity production and consumption data.

The results of our online survey confirm Kalkbrenner’s [16] findings that consumers prefer ownership over use-rights, however the focus groups and our research in Groß-Umstadt and Cologne paint a different picture. We must assume that consumers who are more familiar with and more knowledgeable about CES and the various ownership models are also open to renting. Here again, the advantages in handing off investment costs, responsibility, and risk are the dominant arguments.

CES requires ancillary energy services in order to function. In contrast to a residential storage system, the participants’ energy flows into and out of the community storage must be monitored in order to provide the transparency required for billing and to ensure optimal storage operation. This topic was new for most of the participants in our inquiries and needed further explanation during discussions. Accordingly, the results of the online survey must be seen primarily as an expression of interest in such services, provided that they are not economically disadvantageous. However, it is hardly possible to deduce which of these services participants might be interested in and willing to pay for. The expressed greater willingness to pay for emergency power and e-mobility is for specific services whose direct benefits are more easily recognizable. Overall, the concern about power failures seems to be a strong incentive in the trade-off between CES and residential energy storage, even though such blackouts occur very seldom in Germany. Feedback from the two neighborhoods underlines
that residents can better discuss and make decisions about storage services after they have dealt with the subject in depth. Such energy services must be explained in some detail, as the benefits of CES will only become readily apparent to consumers when they are sufficiently well informed. Comparisons of results, however, suggest that an informed discussion of ancillary energy services and energy storage is difficult to achieve if the services are not a part of an overall energy concept. People can better discuss these services when they are familiar with and understand the context in which they are to be applied. Even though it was possible to briefly outline such services in the focus groups, in-depth discussion was only possible in the two neighborhoods we surveyed.

The participants in our surveys were all owners and/or users of a PV system. These results can, thus, not be transferred to consumers not using PV. Given, however, that PV system owners are the relevant target group for CES, our results can still be considered relevant. The majority of respondents were male, and many were technically skilled or interested in the technical aspects. Further research into female consumers and those with more limited technical knowledge is necessary to gain broader insights. Our research analyzed interest in ancillary energy services for CES based on hypothetical offerings. A better insight into consumer acceptance, interest and willingness to pay would be possible if real world proposals were studied. Real world user experience with CES is still limited; here, further research is needed to compare user views and perceptions in various neighborhoods or pilot projects. The neighborhoods we studied were recent housing developments and most participants in our research were single-family or condominium owners. The questions of how to introduce CES into already developed areas and how to involve residents—owners as well as tenants—have to be studied in more detail. This study focused on Germany. Since CES is currently still in the pilot project phase, our results may be relevant for other countries as well. However, the question of who should operate CES has to be answered considering the national context, i.e., the historical development of energy supply and grid management. A transnational comparison of users’ views on CES, however, would offer deeper insights into influential factors, such as laws and regulations at the national level, cultural identity, or the like.

5. Conclusions

Among users of PV systems, there exists a significant interest in energy storage systems and they perceive many advantages related to these. Although about six percent of the 1.7 million PV owners in Germany have already installed an energy storage system [3], acceptance among the remainder is rather more passive than active. This is due to barriers such as limited economic feasibility, the complexity of the topic, and lack of trust in information sources.

The provision of information and advice on energy storage makes for better decision-making. It is safe to assume that better consulting and advisory services will lead to a greater degree of active acceptance and to investments in storage facilities being made on the basis of actual costs. It is possible that with better information, less PV users will invest in storage under current conditions. However, since economic arguments are not the only motive, it can be assumed that with better information, PV users or those interested in PV systems will still be drawn to energy storage.

Those consumers who have already acquired a residential energy storage system mainly did so to increase their self-consumption; others were motivated by an interest in the technology. However, in order to motivate PV users with less technical interest or know-how to invest or to participate in CES, clear and economically feasible offerings are important. Currently, it is still difficult to compare the energy costs of PV systems combined with energy storage and many consumers are overwhelmed in the search for reliable information.

PV owners show limited interest in CES, but their interest increases when they are better informed. They need information on the comparison between residential and community energy storage regarding cost, efficiency and environmental aspects. Moreover, they need information on the operator of the CES system and on how the fair participation of different households is reached. Information on CES moreover needs to reach more PV users. There is also a need for more pilot and demonstration
projects so that storage providers and potential customers can gain practical experience and learn about the advantages, disadvantages, and possible applications. Therefore, best-practice examples for community solutions must still be promoted and communicated. It is very unlikely that PV users would start a CES initiative on their own. Professional providers are needed to increase the use of CES. As mentioned by other authors [5,12,13,46], changes in the German regulations are needed to make the implementation of CES financially feasible. To increase economic feasibility, CES should be developed as multi-use storage including various ancillary energy services, and providers should additionally aim at markets other than the consumer market [41]. In setting pricing, CES providers should keep in mind that PV users tend to compare the cost of CES to that of residential storage systems.

CES providers should moreover consider the perceived disadvantages we identified: It is important to communicate how a fair and transparent billing will be reached, and how data security is guaranteed. Moreover, they should clarify that professional staff takes care of the CES system and that there is no need to coordinate with neighbors and no risk that other users damage the CES system through careless treatment.

In order to convince the group of technology enthusiasts, a professional storage operator should offer more in-depth analyses, e.g., the provision of monitoring data for the respective household, a forecast of storage performance for the next week, month or year, or make suggestions for increasing self-consumption.

One question that we have only dealt with in passing is the organizational structure for CES operation. Who should initiate CES projects? The advantages of CES can best be exploited if central monitoring and energy management systems are established. The Cologne example shows that the integration of CES into a comprehensive energy concept brings further advantages due to the combination of technologies, i.e., heat pumps and thermal storage. However, the preparation of such a centralized energy management protocol requires advanced energy planning and management qualifications. In particular, it requires specialization in the field of energy data analysis and management, which can best be realized by a professional operator. Currently, CES operators are still acquiring experience with the viable operation of CES and related energy services in pilot projects.

Local municipalities can create supportive conditions for participation in CES: in the sample neighborhood in Groß-Umstadt, the neighborhood development plan stipulated the installation of PV systems and the use of storage systems. This prescription increased the residents’ interest in CES.

Even if environmental protection and support for the energy transition are not the first priorities of consumers with an interest in energy storage, the perception of doing something good for the environment or helping with climate protection can increase the willingness to invest in energy storage. Here, CES has the advantage due to lower resource needs and more options for flexibility, and these advantages should be emphasized more strongly to increase interest in and acceptance of CES. CES can provide grid services or store electricity from the grid and can, thus, contribute to net stabilization. These are benefits that are also appreciated by PV owners and will help to increase acceptance.
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